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Abstract

This study aimed to explore the Academics, Social and psychological problems faced Arabian Gulf Students studying in the Jordanian Universities located in Balqa Province (Balqa Applied University & Amman Privet University) and to determine individual differentiations in dealing with those problems based on specific factors. The study used a questionnaire built and developed by researchers to collect the data from the study sample which consisted of 200 Arabian Gulf Students. The study result showed that, psychological problems come first then the Academics and Social problems. The most common Academic problem is unsatisfied with the field of study, the high cost of accommodations comes as the top of social problem, meanwhile anxiety and depression due to missing their families is the major psychological problems faced those students. Beside that the study results did not find significant differences at (0.05 ≥ α) in academics problem due to students (university, age & monthly income) but results find that there is significant difference in psychological problems due to students (university, age & monthly income). Also the results did not find significant differences in Academics, Social and psychological problems refer to student gender. Results comes to show the absence of a significant differences Academics and psychological problems refer to marital statues but this significant differences is noted in Social problems refer to marital statues.